
Introduction

Ah, Florida! Sunshine. Beaches. Palm trees and orange blossoms. Winter 
warmth and winter green. Orange sunsets. Blue water. Pink flamingos. 
Spanish moss. Hibiscus. Key West. South Beach. The Everglades. Flip-
per. Swimming, fishing, and sailing. Weeki Wachee. Silver Springs. Dis-
ney World. Cape Canaveral. Relaxation. Recreation and re-creation. The 
Fountain of Youth.
 Oh, Florida! Heat. Humidity. Skin cancer. Crowded beaches. Sharks. 
Red tide. Citrus canker. Developers. Mosquitoes. Cockroaches. No-see- 
ums. Sinkholes. Lightning. Hurricanes. Alligators. Traffic. Nursing homes. 
Migrant labor camps. Disney World. Tourists. Chads.
 Florida. This place of multiple images and multiple realities has been 
portrayed in a variety of contradictory ways since the first Spanish con-
querors traveled across the peninsula in the sixteenth century. Visitors 
have arrived with expectations based on their hopes, dreams, and desires. 
Some migrants have stayed to build a new life, others to quietly live out 
their remaining years in the sunshine, cooled by balmy breezes.
 Early travelers searched for gold, and finding none, moved on. By 
building garrisons, the Spanish attempted to protect the territory from 
competitors. The natives were subdued, exploited, then moved west, and 
finally isolated or assimilated. Slaves escaping from neighboring British 

“What films should really do, even the most 
commercial films, [is] make you question 
something. . . . The whole purpose of going 
into that darkened theater and taking 
those images in and taking the music in, the 
sound and the actors, is to really reflect on 
something personal for yourself. You should 
come out of there having asked one ques-
tion. Not to have anything answered, but to 
just go, or to identify with one thing in it.”

Allison Anders
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colonies worked at Spain’s Fort Mose, built their own communities, and 
found sanctuary with Seminoles. Other slaves worked on plantations and 
ranches or in logging and turpentine camps. The European settlers mi-
grating for new opportunities were housed, employed, and governed by 
Spain, Britain, and ultimately, the United States.
 By the mid-nineteenth century, Florida had become a destination for 
the ailing who believed in the recuperative powers of the sun, sea air, 
and the warm waters of the Gulf of Mexico and Atlantic Ocean. Travelers 
wrote about the delightful climate, the birds, the forests, the mangroves, 
and the fishing, as well as the mosquitoes, alligators, swamps, water moc-
casins, and “crackers.” The earliest images of Florida portrayed the area as 
either an unspoiled paradise or a wilderness begging to be transformed 
into ever-changing views of paradise.
 By the time the motion picture developed at the end of the nineteenth 
century, settlements dotted the shores of the state. The Edison Manufac-
turing Company teamed up with publisher William Randolph Hearst and 
competed with Billy Bitzer’s American Mutoscope and Biograph Com-
pany to produce and distribute footage of the Spanish-American War in 
1898. Their efforts gave audiences around the country their first moving 
pictures of Florida, as cameras captured brief shots of soldiers against 
a backdrop of bustling ports, tall pines, palm trees, and cigar factories. 
Troops from around the country were filmed training at military camps, 
handling supplies, disembarking from railroad cars, and boarding ships. 
Films of the action in Cuba were also produced, showing U.S. troops land-
ing at Daiquiri and Santiago, wounded soldiers being transported from 
rowboats to a hospital ship, and Cuban civilians freed from detention 
centers and awaiting relief at U.S. military camps.
 These films were part historical documentary and part staged drama, 
and so should be considered the first fictional war movies. Directors 
mixed actual footage and reenactment without differentiation. Scenes 
of Cubans ambushing Spaniards, Spaniards shooting insurgents, and 
Rough Riders skirmishing with the enemy were actually performed in 
New Jersey by the National Guard. In Thomas Edison’s New York studios, 
a model of the USS Maine was exploded in a water tank, and a miniature 
U.S. flag was raised over a picture backdrop of Havana’s fort, El Morro. 
What mattered, after all, was the impact of the image, its ability to arouse 
emotions, strengthen values, and even prompt action. Like still photog-
raphy, the motion picture camera first framed a reality perceived by the 
operator, and then film became a medium for creating and portraying 
fictional events and characters. Movies provided a new means of telling 
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stories, and like the written word and still photographs, moving pictures 
produced images of Florida that continually evolved in the twentieth and 
the twenty-first centuries.
 For early filmmakers Florida offered a natural setting requiring few 
alterations. The climate, particularly in north Florida, was hospitable 
almost year-round, and movie producers saw opportunities to film out-
side, in Spanish-moss-draped forests, on white sand beaches, on tropi-
cal islands just offshore, and in St. Augustine—the oldest city in North 
America. By World War I Jacksonville hosted thirty production com-
panies, providing work for a thousand local actors and extras. Famous 
silent movie stars, including Theda Bara, Rudolph Valentino, Francis X. 
Bushman, Gloria Swanson, and John Barrymore, made films in Florida 
through the 1920s.1

 The film genres produced during the silent era encompassed comedy, 
drama, adventure, romance, detective, fantasy, and even horror films. 
However, in most cases, the stories had nothing to do with Florida. St. 
Augustine, with its preserved fort (Castillo de San Marcos) and Spanish-
style houses from the 1700s, provided a perfect set for films about the 
exotic far-off lands of Egypt, South America, and India. Movies about 
royalty and pirates (Don Cesar de Bazan, 1915; The Undying Flame, 1917; The 
Gulf Between, 1918) took advantage of beach settings, as well as locations 
in St. Augustine and Jacksonville. Morality dramas and comedies, most 
now lost or disintegrated, were by far the favorite genre of early filmmak-
ers, although Florida was not integral to their story lines.
 Nevertheless, early films about Florida occasionally provoked local 
outcries about their alleged distortions of reality. A 1913 movie, The Wine 
of Madness, tells the story of a Pennsylvania man who goes to Florida 
after investing in real estate, only to discover that he’s bought an acre of 
barren swampland with an old dilapidated shack on it. Clearly worried 
that distribution of this film and others like it would scare away potential 
out-of-state investors, the Tampa Morning Tribune published an editorial, 
entitled “Films That Lie,” urging Florida theater owners to boycott such 
pictures because they spread “misrepresentation and falsehood through-
out the country.”2

 Ironically, Florida figured more prominently in movie plots after most 
of the production companies relocated to Hollywood in the 1920s. Al-
though often shot elsewhere, movies started to tell more stories set in 
the Sunshine State. South Florida’s remarkable growth after World War I 
gradually caught the attention of filmmakers, who incorporated the state 
into their plots. As wealthy northern tourists and permanent residents 
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streamed in, accessing Palm Beach and Miami through Henry Flagler’s 
train service on the east coast, some silent films focused on Florida’s  
upper-class playgrounds, critiquing the behavior of wealthy tourists and 
residents by depicting them as shallow or nefarious. Occasionally movie 
plots also included working-class Floridians trying to exploit upper-class 
tourists.
 During the 1930s and 1940s, most Florida films were escapist musi-
cals or dramas about heroes, criminals, or war veterans. Light comedy 
and musicals tended to romanticize the state as an ideal destination for 
either opportunity or escape from troubles. In Florida men migrating 
from other states could train for war or find jobs after military service, 
and women could find wealthy husbands. In Florida tourists could board 
planes and boats to South America and the Caribbean. The new ability to 
produce movies in color also drew filmmakers to the state to capture its 
natural beauty and take advantage of settings in (then) sparsely devel-
oped coastal areas. With few exceptions, the films that were set in Florida 
had little to do with the state or with any popular perceptions about the 
state, other than its beauty and tendency to suffer hurricanes.
 That limited film identity began to change in the postwar era. To some 
extent, national trends in films helped determine the direction of plots 
that would work in Florida settings. The popularity of movies about war 
heroes in the late 1940s, westerns in the 1950s, and postwar crime dra-
mas ensured that Florida would find a place in these trends. Light musi-
cals and comedies in the late 1950s and early 1960s found Florida settings 
appropriate for highlighting the growing tourist industry. The tourists 
now, however, included not only families and manipulative gold diggers, 
but also the first wave of boomer college students. Spring-Break films ap-
pealed to a growing new segment of moviegoing audiences—teenagers, 
who wanted to see stories about their peers on the big screen. From the 
beginning, filmmakers have shown a special interest in Florida tourists, 
sometimes representing the ambivalence that Floridians themselves feel 
about these strangers in their midst.
 On another level, the realities of Florida’s postwar boom also inspired 
some film plots of the 1950s. More migrants meant urban growth that 
also led to more crime. As officials focused on eradicating organized 
crime’s expansion into illegal gambling and other outlawed enterprises 
in Florida, filmmakers dramatized these efforts in fictional stories. In 
addition, tales of migrants who went in search of legitimate work also 
attracted the attention of moviemakers after the war, and plots about 
newcomers to the state have persisted in Florida films.
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 While migrants from other states continued to change the Florida 
landscape, immigrants from other countries helped forge new visions of 
the state. After the 1959 revolution, Cubans arrived in Florida in larger 
numbers, and very gradually, filmmakers included them in the migrant 
mix. Later groups of migrants from other areas of the world occasionally 
appear in Florida movies, but with less frequency than Cubans.
 From noir to neo-noir, filmmakers employed the classical dark style of 
the 1940s to portray antiheroes, femmes fatales, and criminals as some of 
Florida’s most intriguing characters. Gradually Florida films also showed 
illegal activities by men and women in rural areas or small towns, add-
ing them to the list of cinematic criminals. In addition, local cops and 
federal agents inevitably found their way into crime films. Stories about 
convicted felons provided the opportunity for filmmakers to show valid 
and invalid images of conditions in Florida prisons.
 During the last forty years of moviemaking, changes in the indus-
try have affected the images and themes in Florida films. Following the 
protest movements of the 1960s, the baby-boomer generation wanted 
more relevance and greater realism in movies. The old Hollywood for-
mula of very expensive productions could no longer guarantee profits for 
major studios. New directors, actors, and ideas emerged, influenced by 
European and Japanese directors who used innovative plots and camera 
work that broke with dominant conventions. After filmmakers like Roger 
Corman and John Cassavetes began an independent film movement on 
shoestring budgets, other directors and performers followed, expanding 
in directions that major Hollywood studios had avoided. Many of these 
small-budget films emphasized the search for individual self-expression, 
allowing audiences to identify more closely with the characters. Indepen-
dent films also blurred the lines of traditional genres.3

 For many ethnic groups and for women, roles changed as well. In 
retelling American frontier conquest stories, film portrayals of Native 
Americans lost some, but not all, of their violent stereotypes. African-
Americans shed the traditional roles of maids, servants, and entertain-
ers, and portrayed crime fighters and other professionals. Previously, 
most films cast women primarily in conventional roles of whore, wife, or 
victim. While some Florida movies in the 1920s featured women whose 
experiences reflected the emerging “new woman,” their ultimate goals 
remained marriage and family. This theme continued in films through 
the 1950s. But changes in the 1960s and 1970s brought expanded roles for 
women as independent and powerful characters, often concerned with 
issues beyond the realm of personal relationships.




